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The bewildered and near-mad Casca, former captain of the Band of the Hawk â€” and former lover

of Guts, the Black Swordsman â€” has been adopted by Midlandâ€™s pagan cults as a witch, due to

her demonic Mark of Sacrifice. But the Holy Iron Chain Knights campaign to rid the kingdom of

heretics by any means necessary puts Casca in mortal danger, and Guts is having none of it, But all

parties involved may end up with more than they bargained for as demonic spirits, drawn to

Cascaâ€™s brand, begin to possess the heretics and unleash the forces of hell. But hell hath no fury

like the Black Swordsman!
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It's Beserk. Of course it's awesome. If you like the earlier volumes in the series, you'll like this one

for sure.

In this volume, we see Guts still following on Casca's steps trying to find her and protect her once

again before the Festival comes. The events that unfold provide plenty of entertainment, with all the

usual elements the series has: great story, action-packed, exceptional graphics and mature

content.On top of that, we get to learn some interesting stuff about some of the after effects the

eclipse had on Casca. Also, we see Isidoro evolve as a character and it looks like he is here to stay,

at least for a while. This is another high quality entry in this series, you cannot miss it.

My Fav. Manga of All time.. that's All i need to say..Thank you Kentaro miura for making this epic



manga..I bought all the volumes from 1 to 36 and can't wait for volume 37 to come out..

berserk is one of the best books I have been reading and, I think its better then the cartoon which

doen't have as much gore in it then the manga so to me it's well worth the price.

I love berserk and it is becoming more expensive when ever I am looking for the next book. Glad I

could find it on  for the right price!

Nice

guts is awesome i think they take too long to release this comic series.but this whole comic series is

awesome.

I like this series a lot, but it is starting to take to long to get to any climax in the books. The story line

is interesting, but as most books do, it portrays the main female as helpless and completely

dependent. At first she was amazing, independant and strong (also a b-otch) but now, as usuall, she

is no longer. I find that aspect frustrating. There are a lot of monsters, esexual oddities, and magic

through out the series. But the books can drag at times. maybe I am just inpatient. Still fun to read.
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